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SEX, SOAP, AND CINDERELLA
ONCE UPON A TIME, THERE WAS A YOUNG GIRL WHO, THROUGH NO FAULT OF HER OWN,
was reduced to working as a maid in the home of three cruel women. Her employers
not only required her to work to exhaustion, they degraded and humiliated her at
every opportunity. They gave her rags to wear and did not allow her to wash herself or
comb her hair. Then they laughed at her dirtiness and called her names. Having no
place to go and no other skills, the young girl quietly tolerated their cruelty, did her
best to please them, and dreamed of escape.
One night her dream came true. Through the forces of magic, the girl was groomed
and dressed beautifully and carried in a coach to a royal ball. The prince was struck by
her beauty and asked her to dance. He was so entranced that he kept her with him
throughout the evening.
The next day, after the magic was over, the young girl was back in the home of the
three cruel women. They treated her even more harshly because of the impertinence
she had shown by appearing at the ball. When they heard the prince was looking for
the young girl he had met, the three women tried to hide their servant’s identity. But
she made herself known to the prince and he asked her to marry him.
The three women were now ashamed of their previous treatment of the young girl.
They feared and expected reprisals. The new princess, however, being as good as she
was beautiful, forgave them. And they all lived happily ever after.
The story of Cinderella has been a favorite target of feminist criticism for many
years.1 The feminist reading casts the prince, rather than the three cruel women, as the
enemy, and Cinderella as a weak-willed underachiever—a mere “heroine of the body.”
The self-interested maternalism and false sisterhood of the three women who hold
Cinderella prisoner are completely ignored, as are the class implications of the narrative. Particularly unnoticed are the strategies for control adopted by the stepmother
and her daughters: To keep Cinderella down, they keep her dirty, restrict her dress to
rags, refuse her recreation, and, perhaps most important, erect as many barriers as they
can think of between the kitchen maid and her prince.
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In the 1920s a conflict arose between a whole generation of Cinderellas and the
mothers of the suffrage movement. This era brought a wave of sensualism, in which
legions of young women—particularly though not exclusively those of modest
means—asserted themselves by their dress, their dancing, and their romances. The
feminists of the previous generation, “Progressive” as they may have been in their own
time, were still so rooted in the values of social purity that they quickly condemned
the behavior of the new generation, even though much of it posed a challenge to gender roles. In their zeal to censure the new ways, the Old Feminists, as they were known
in the 1920s, became allied with conservatives on a number of issues. Before the Roaring Twenties came to an end, the controversy had been carried from feminist essays to
public debates and was reflected in the pages of popular magazines and even the advertisements. We can discern echoes of the resulting rift in feminist politics today, as a
new generation questions the attitudes of older feminists toward dress and romance.

DANCING IN GLASS SLIPPERS
The central figure in this whirlpool of sin was the “flapper,” a term coined initially to
describe young working-class women, but eventually expanded to include young
women of all classes who challenged traditional norms in distinctive ways. The flapper
drank, drove, smoked, and danced new “immoral” dances to a modern musical style
called “jazz.” She read banned books and went to the movies every week. She wore lipstick and bobbed her hair, and her clothes differed dramatically from those of the previous generation
Dress trends of the 1920s made the most noticeable break with past styles since the
early 1800s. The signature elements are by now familiar: cloche hat, straight silhouette, bare arms, short skirt, and masses of jewelry including dangling earrings, long
necklaces, and multiple bracelets. Although arms and chest had been exposed in the
fashions of the Victorian period, legs had not been visible during any time in American history. The flash of foot that had appeared occasionally was concealed in boots or
covered with thick, dark hose. Now the wonders of industry brought transparent, legshaped stockings to the market at affordable prices, and short skirts showed them off.
Dresses were made in light, fluid fabrics and decorated in creative ways, with asymmetrical hems, elaborate patterns, spectacular trims. Voluptuous accessories, such as
jeweled cigarette cases and enameled compacts, were the rage. For the young, the new
look demanded only minimal underwear. Light girdles were made to hold stockings
up, but the fad among flappers was to go without a girdle and just roll the stockings
around the knee. So, the New Girls, as the flappers were also known, not only wore
short skirts and had unrestricted waists, but were more bejeweled and befeathered than
had previously been thought respectable.
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The flapper’s dress was particularly suited to her nightlife. Going without a corset
left the girl free to move—and all the fringe, beads, and spangles shimmied with her.
Just as has happened with every other musical sensation coming from the African
American community in the twentieth century—ragtime, swing, rock, blues, rap—the
conservatives charged that jazz would corrupt the morals of white youth. Calling attention to the “sensual stimulation of the abominable jazz orchestra with its voodooborn minors and its direct appeal to the sensory centers,” community leaders
everywhere attempted to eradicate the jazz scourge. Most of the new dancing, however,
went on in places unsupervised by middle class moral leaders: “It is the cheaper night
clubs and dance halls which most endanger poorer, less beautiful and less intelligent
girls. These scrubby places, which offer inexpensive dancing and amusement to tired
workers, abound in the East Side of New York and, I suppose, the more congested sections of other cities. . . . Most young girls, I am convinced, go at first to these resorts
with no intention of wrongdoing.” But “wrongdoing”—that is, sexual expression by
young working girls—seemed certain to come from the corrupt rhythms: “The road
to hell is too often paved with jazz steps,” declared the Ladies’ Home Journal in l92l.2
The number of times that critics blamed the New Girl’s clothes for her immoral behavior is almost humorous. A conservative judge wrote: “They read in the newspapers
of gay places enjoyed by those in better circumstances, about beautiful clothes, and
they devour the fashion pictures in the rotogravure prints. Exhausted after a day’s
drudgery, craving stimulation and amusement, what is to offer in a restricted, often
unclean and unhappy home? And what often happens?” Anything might happen to
such a girl, I guess, but it was said that most of them were driven into prostitution to
feed their fashion cravings.3
Given the way elite Americans still viewed the practice of trade, the most unsettling
thing about the flapper may have been her market orientation. Although conservatives
of the 1920s and feminist historians of today disdain this period’s “sexy saleslady,” the
young women who staffed department stores, wrote press releases, edited fashion magazines, and otherwise made their living in the booming market economy appear to
have admired those of their sisters who showed a talent for commerce. In Photoplay,
for instance, the flapper could read a popular, long-running serial entitled “Peggy
Roche: Saleslady.” “Here is the first of the Peggy Roche stories,” announced the editors when the series began. “The adventures of an American girl in a new field of industrial endeavor. . . . Peggy is the intrepid, unique American business woman—plus.”
Peggy’s stories were said to be full of “the romance of commerce.”4
As much as they may have loved the “romance of commerce,” however, the flappers
were best known for romance of a different kind. The New Girl often was charged
with reading too many romance magazines and watching too many movies about love,
becoming the nemesis of reformers who, having just achieved Prohibition and having
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finally outlawed prostitution, now concentrated on the last plank of the social purity
platform, censorship. Worse, these girls also seemed determined to exert their own
“amatory license,” as one observer of the times called it.5 This heady combination of
independence and sensuality drew young men to the new Cinderellas in droves, again
rearranging the hierarchy of courtship, marriage, and, thus, kinship in America.
Jazz Age contemporaries used the term “New Woman” or “New Feminist” interchangeably with “New Girl” and “flapper.” So, accurate or not, most people associated
short skirts, frenetic dancing, shared flasks, and public necking with feminism. Can
we, from the distance of seventy-five years, view such a Cinderella as a feminist role
model? Not within the framework of behavior advocated first by the Puritan feminists,
next by the suffragists, and now by the “New Victorians” of the millennium’s turn. No,
for this, we must look to a different tradition of feminism.

SEX AFTER SUFFRAGE
As expected, the tenuous coalition of women’s groups that characterized the suffrage
movement fell apart after the vote was won in 1919. The new National Woman’s Party
redefined itself around the new single-issue battle, the Equal Rights Amendment.
Alvah Belmont and others who had once championed worker’s rights became alienated
from the labor movement. In fact, during the 1920s, the National Woman’s Party formally allied itself with the Republican party, the very guardian of capital. The new
party’s leadership tried to define the objects of feminism as those aspects of oppression
unique to women, but not resulting from class or race prejudice. As a result, feminism
once again became a movement dedicated to improving the lot of women whose class
and ethnic backgrounds were unproblematic—Anglo upper and middle class. When
sexual issues were pressed on the political front by either young women or poor
women, the older feminists refused to recognize the importance of the questions, just
as they refused to recognize the importance of labor and race issues.6
The birth control struggle illustrates the way class differences clouded the discourse
on what we would see today as unambiguously women’s issues. In the nineteenth century social purists had made distribution of contraceptive devices a crime. Nevertheless,
middle-class women of the early twentieth century generally had access to birth control
through their doctors. Estimates suggest that more than of 70 percent of married middle-class women used birth control by the 1920s, yet there was general ignorance of
family planning among the working class. Many former suffragists felt that the lower
classes should simply learn to control their lust better; others were inclined to support
birth control among the poor just to reduce the numbers of ethnic minorities. The very
idea that a poor woman had the right to enjoy sex without fear of unwanted pregnancy
flew in the face of such prejudices. Many older feminists were personally uncomfortable
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with sex and preferred not to think about it, never mind talk about it. The idea that a
single woman might want the freedom to engage in sex was simply beyond their ken.
So the question of women’s sexuality was once again deferred by the “mainstream”
movement, left to be considered and defended by more controversial groups.7
The spokespersons for this new assertion of sexual freedom for women were the political granddaughters of Victoria Woodhull, not Susan B. Anthony. Like Woodhull,
these newer thinkers were braver in their approach to life, more likely to take risks, less
sheltered. They went out in the evenings without chaperones, lived alone in big cities,
and crossed class and race boundaries in a way the old suffragists would not have done.
Margaret Sanger, Emma Goldman, and Crystal Eastman belong in this group. These
new leaders were not only more likely to be allied with socialism and “free love,” as
Woodhull was, but they were also more likely to come from modest circumstances and
despised ethnic groups. Emma Goldman, for instance, was a Jewish immigrant whose
first job in this country was as a cigar factory worker. Like many girls in the first generation of Irish born in America, Margaret Sanger was a nurse. Neither woman had the
attitude toward pleasure that Anglo-Protestant Americans shared. The difference in antecedents between those who championed women’s sensuality and those who preferred
purity was once again an important backdrop.
Charlotte Perkins Gilman defined the poles of debate by naming the two factions
the Human Feminist and the Female Feminist. The Human Feminist lived a life of the
mind that made her indistinguishable from men. The Female Feminist expressed her
essential femininity by her concern with the life of the body, including both sexuality
and motherhood. Human Feminist ideology was designed to discredit those “heroines
of the body” who demanded rights to sexual freedom and physical pleasure. Psychologist Ethel Puffer Howes responded, in a now-famous essay, naming the dangers inherent in this mind/body split: “Yet that disaster is what we are now inviting, not on
principle, but through pure obstinate stupidity, in opening all doors to women, without providing for the woman’s love life as the ordinary social setting does for man’s.
Various writers set up a straw-woman, the ‘brain-woman.’ . . . the present social framework does not allow the natural and necessary development of woman’s affectional life,
along with . . . exercise of her intellectual powers. The man demands of life that he
have love, home, fatherhood and the special work which his particular brain combination fits. Shall the woman demand less?”8
Behind this philosophical difference were cultural origins and values that, in the
xenophobic milieu of the 1920s, could be evoked in highly inflammatory ways. “Red
Emma” Goldman, by far the most politically radical of this generation, championed
sexual expression, freedom for the arts, the beauty of the body, and the importance of
sensuality—“Moral Bolshevism,” as one conservative judge put it. In public addresses,
Goldman repeatedly emphasized the origins of public prudery: “The history of New
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England, and especially of Massachusetts, is full of the horrors that have turned life
into gloom, joy into despair, naturalness into disease, honesty and truth into hideous
lies and hypocrisies. . . . Puritanism no longer employs the thumbscrew and lash; but
it still has a most pernicious hold on the minds and feelings of the American people. . . .” Goldman did not spare the leading feminists: “The great movement of true
emancipation has not met with a great race of women who could look liberty in the
face. Their narrow, puritanical vision banished man, as a disturber and doubtful character, out of their emotional life.” In unapologetic contrast to the so-called Human
Feminists, Goldman refused to repudiate the notion that the love between a woman
and a man, or between a woman and her child, was important.9
The fault line across the movement is illustrated by an issue of Current History, dated
October 1927, devoted to discussion of that decade’s New Woman. Essays by Carrie
Chapman Catt and Charlotte Perkins Gilman both focus on legal and professional
gains. The other writers all address the moral questions posed by the New Girls. Joseph
Collins, a neurologist and supporter of feminism, suggests New Women saw themselves
in a fundamentally different way: “In her discoveries of herself she has stumbled upon
the fact that, far from being what man has always asserted she was, timid, prudish and
monogamous, she is bold, immodest and polyandrous. She is making short business of
adapting the existing code of morality to her new interpretation of it.” Further, Collins
wrote: “Man, be he pietist, puritan or pagan, must eventually realize that woman of the
future is not going to sit back supinely and observe him suck life’s honeycomb. She is
going to have pleasures and pastimes equivalent to his. . . .” Martha Bensley Bruère,
writing in the same issue, saw hope in the larger view of morality posed: “Formerly sin
was to us a purely personal matter, usually a sex transgression, to be atoned for individually; whereas, the great community immoralities, public corruption, class oppression,
ignorance and exploitation, concerned us very little. The new code now developing includes virtues and vices quite unconnected with monogamy.”10
The morality of the New Girls was, therefore, a different morality rather than an absence of morality. According to some, the new outlook represented a more humane
moral order, one in which all persons had the right to pleasure, love, and care—and in
which compassion was valued over censure. But to more traditional (and powerful)
Americans, including the Old Feminists, their own forebears’ moral code was a universal standard. With characteristic self-righteousness, they worked to quash the “immorality” that now confronted them.

SCULLERY MAID’S REVENGE
The postsuffrage Cinderella was out of the kitchen, and she wasn’t going back. At least
that was the conclusion reached by Ida Tarbell when she surveyed members of the
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YWCA for the Woman’s Home Companion. Young women gave the same reasons for
shunning domestic service they had given for years: long hours, lack of respect, no social life. “It is described as a feeling that she is ‘owned,’ is ‘everybody’s servant,’ is ‘one
who should not have any social standing,’ ‘one who ought not to have any pleasure,’”
writes Tarbell. Genteel housewives and working girls had been struggling over dress,
pleasure, and sexual relations a long time. But in the 1920s, more than ever, single
working girls seemed determined to elude the best maternal wishes of “refined and educated women.” And, more than ever, Cinderella seemed to understand that efforts to
control her pleasures and her romances were, in fact, attempts to keep her down in the
kitchen.11
The young single woman who could earn her own money didn’t have to mind her
superiors any more. She played wherever she wished. She could love whomever she
could win. And she could dress however she liked. The working girl, rather than the
moneyed housewife, was now seen as the fashion trend-setter: “The best dressed
women in the United States, according to widely diversified and representative masculine testimony, are not the wives, who have to wheedle clothes money out of their
husbands, or even the debutantes, who have to wheedle it out of their fathers, but the
smart little working girls, who earn their own money and buy their own clothes.”12
The working girl’s autonomy and her ability to keep up with the times threatened the
hegemony of the socialite over fashion and the bourgeois matron over the marks of
gentility. She became, for the first time, the one who was envied rather than pitied.
That made the desire to control her all the more pressing.
Many commentators of the time thought the New Girl’s romantic impulse
stemmed from her ability to support herself. Because she could afford to marry for
love, Cinderella seemed to have found a freedom that eluded others. Economic considerations were still primary in marital arrangements, even among the middle class,
but the younger generation was rebelling against this idea. We can see early evidence
in a Good Housekeeping survey conducted in 1910 among 500 middle-class bachelors
around the country. They were asked how much money they needed to get married.
The answers came as a backlash for romance—and a surprising vote of confidence for
the working girl. A “Springfield man” wrote: “Romantic idealists do not attack the
question of matrimony with a careful weighing of material evidences and a close system of reasoning, nor do we try to pare down original estimates like a contractor figuring on a construction job. Such mental processes in connection with the discussion
of matrimony are as inconsistent as an attempt to reconcile our religious faith with a
rational scheme of the universe.” Good Housekeeping next asked these men whether
they thought the girls “of their set” were well prepared for marriage. The answers were
overwhelmingly negative, not because the girls weren’t good cooks or laundresses, but
because the girls were spoiled and too concerned with social life.13
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In contrast, these same young men described a different ideal wife: “‘Sporting spirit’
is an unusual term to apply to a woman, but it describes that spirit of taking adversity
with a smile and going ahead that I find in many women. Many a girl that is ‘rightly
brought up and trained’ for matrimony in the eyes of the world lacks just that.” Consistently, these young men preferred to have a “business girl” as a mate: “I believe the
girl who would make the best wife is the one who has earned her living. She has a truer
appreciation, not only of money but of everything in life.” One bachelor expressed a
belief that many seem to have held: “I do not think the simple fact that a girl works
for her living makes her less likely to marry the man she wants to, although it may give
her greater freedom to oppose the old maxim, ‘Better married poorly than not married
at all.’”14
Surprised by these responses, Good Housekeeping then invited young women to
write. Their letters show that the girls, too, believed that love rather than financial
arrangements should be prominent in the decision to marry. Their statements also suggest, however, that they believed “business girls” were in the best position to choose a
mate and that, in any case, business girls lived better than married women because they
had their own money to spend. Throughout the texts of both the men and the women
appears the feeling that businesswomen marry for love because they don’t have to
marry for money.15
The very essence of the romance ethic was, as always, to destroy the economic basis
for marriage, thus also threatening class barriers in kinship. In the 1920s romance was,
in many ways, a threat to the institution of marriage itself, at least as traditionally conceived and practiced. For instance, although the relationships between wealthy men
and working girls had been the subject of cartoon and conjecture for decades, only
rarely did the privileged male leave his wife for his downscale lover. Yet in the 1920s,
the relationships between prosperous men and working girls seemed to take that turn
more often. In Woman’s Coming of Age, Winifred Raushenbush wrote:
The working woman, who lived alone, and kept her own hours, had learned that there
were at least two possible routes to marriage, and that the second route, in which the first
step is being a mistress, and the second is being a wife, was perhaps the more reliable. She
had also discovered that married men were attractive lovers, and that, as discontented
husbands, they were potentially marriageable. She therefore decided that the married
woman had no rights to her man which other women were bound to respect. The ultimatum which the working woman served on the married woman during the middle years
of the twenties did not appear on the front page of any newspapers. But it reached its destination; and war was declared.16

Competition between the woman “rightly brought up and trained for matrimony”
and the pleasure-seeking working girl appears frequently in the fiction, plays, cartoons,
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and films of the decade. As with the Steel-Engraving Lady, the Anthony New Woman,
and the American Girl, the character of the new challenger was represented in both
positive and negative terms, depending on the viewpoint of the person making the representation. Thus, an unconventional young woman of lower-class status who has
caught the attention of an elite man frequently appears, but a wide range of tones and
narratives provides context. She is referred to by various labels—gold-digger, chorus
girl, vamp, and flapper—sometimes applied with derision and sometimes with affection. In works read by elites, the girl’s appeal is reduced to sex and artifice—she is either an empty-headed sex toy or a painted schemer. Such a characterization, obviously,
was the most palatable way of explaining the phenomenon to the elite.
The increasing interest of younger men in female counterparts who could work, as
well as play, in ways that weren’t open to the traditional woman is also remarked upon
repeatedly. This new couple becomes a common conceit in the popular culture of the
1920s, much as the Gibson Girl and her beau had a decade before.
In material aimed at the broadest audiences, the working girl is clearly the star. This
can be seen not only in story lines for movies and magazines but in comic strips, beginning with Polly and Her Pals in 1912 and continuing through World War II with
Winnie Winkle the Breadwinner, Somebody’s Stenog, Tillie the Toiler, Etta Kett, Ella Cinders, The Kid Sister, Dixie Dugan, Dolly and the Follies, Flapper Fanny, and Fritzi Ritz.17
Polly, Winnie, Tillie, Dixie, Fritzi, and their comrades are pretty, energetic, independent, and always stylishly dressed and groomed. These characters reflect the broader
culture’s admiration for the pretty, “plucky” working girl.
The most enduring of these characters, Betty Boop, came from the Fleischer Studios, one of the first film animation studios in the United States. The Fleischer brothers were sons of a poor Russian tailor and his very independent wife, who fled Austrian
persecution of the Jews during the late 1890s. The Fleischers’ father started a penny
arcade in America, which introduced his boys to the entertainment culture that would
make them famous. The two young men opened their own studio in 1921. They created cartoons for the audience they knew best, which meant that their work, in the
eyes of elite critics, was characterized by raw peasant humor, bad drawing, poor timing, and simpleminded stories. The Fleischer cartoons, however, were very popular
with mass audiences.18
Betty Boop made her first appearance in 1930, evolving from a popular vaudeville
and film character, the “Oop-a-Doop” girl. From the beginning, Betty was too sexy for
Puritan tastes, but she was immensely popular with everybody else. Betty Boop was
quite independent and a working girl. She had a Brooklyn accent that would have embarrassed Clara Bow. The early cartoons were often accompanied by a jazz score, sometimes by famous bandleaders, such as Cab Calloway. Betty danced and sang, but
mostly she worked in an amazing variety of jobs: short order cook, race car driver,
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judge, secretary, pilot, soldier, teacher, leader of a cult, singer, actress, patent medicine
huckster, and presidential candidate. She also starred in an early feature cartoon as
“Poor Cinderella.”
In spite of her wide range of professional abilities, Betty was a sex object, even to
the anthropomorphized dogs and rabbits who were her costars. Assorted animal
friends kissed her, grabbed her, and just generally tried to ravish her whenever the occasion presented itself. Betty, however, was nobody’s victim. If she was not in the
mood, she simply grabbed the nearest frying pan and made “no” sound like “no.” The
most amazing thing about Betty Boop, however, is that sometimes she was in the
mood. Not only does she sometimes “give in,” she often makes the first move. In fact,
Betty shows no hesitation in being just as pushy and grabby toward the objects of her
own desire as the “men” of her acquaintance.
Needless to say, Betty Boop was not the favorite character of the heirs of the suffrage movement. Social purists had her banned in Philadelphia and, eventually, pressured the Fleischer brothers into making her more of a lady (well, at least giving her a
longer skirt and a more modest neckline). Like many other fictional working girls,
Betty Boop was an offense to the establishment, whose members felt that the pretty
girl heroines, lower-class origins, revealing clothes, and sexy repartee that had come to
characterize popular culture were a threat to the purity of the body politic.

YOU OUGHTA BE IN PICTURES
Ground zero for conflict over the working girl’s recreation, sexuality, and social aspirations was the movie house. Small storefronts called “nickelodeons” arose first in poor
Jewish neighborhoods. They were very popular among the working class and immigrants for several years before they were even discovered by the middle class. Usually
the theater owners were also immigrants, often Jews—which further stigmatized
movies in the eyes of reformers. Films were seen to be advocating values that were too
different from those of the middle-class Anglo Protestants, while at the same time they
offered, as had the fashion industry, economic opportunities to other ethnic groups.
Cinema historians acknowledge that the effort to censor early films was rooted in status insecurity, much as the temperance movement was: “As the Progressive movement
began to take form early in the century, it drew much of its energy from the middle
class’s discovery that they had lost control over—and even knowledge of—the behavior and values of the lower orders; and the movies became prime targets of their efforts
to reformulate and reassert their power.”19
Clubwomen around the country enthusiastically pursued the “Better Movies”
movement. Much of the discourse about this effort, therefore, took place in the
women’s service magazines. In particular, the Woman’s Home Companion took the ini-
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tiative in setting up a national network of upper- and middle-class activists who made
it their business to attend local movies, pass judgment on the films, and then take steps
either to reward the exhibitors for showing “clean movies” or to pressure them into allowing the groups to censor what they showed. On a national level, the Woman’s Home
Companion itself reviewed movies as they were released, passing judgment on their
suitability.
The new romantic comedy was the movie genre most frequently attacked by the
middle-class ladies’ magazines. These films shared much with traditional romantic
comedies in prose, poetry, and drama, including the ritual ending, usually a marriage.
In at least one very important way, however, the early Hollywood romantic comedies
are distinctive: The happy ending demands a cross-class marriage. The female is usually the working-class character, but there is also the “formulaic” story where the leading man is a poor but worthy suitor and the woman is an aristocrat also exists. In the
storyline of the Hollywood comedies, the person of lesser status prevails by being of
better character and truer intentions than his or her well-born competitor. The triumph of the working girl inevitably involves exposing the superior manners of the
upper crust as a cover for false values. In both its class-crossing courtships and its stabs
at genteel pretentiousness, therefore, the romantic comedy was offensive to the upper
classes and those who emulated them.20
The “Better Movies” reviewers writing in the women’s magazines suggest the attitudes that club ladies had toward such films. The Woman’s Home Companion, for example, recommends a short list of movies in its December 1916 issue. About the film
Saving the Family Name, the Companion declared: “A chorus girl’s story from an entirely new angle features pretty Mary MacLaren as the girl forced by misunderstanding into an unwelcome notoriety.” Also recommended is The Social Secretary: “A
bright, breezy comedy drama handling the old story of the pretty stenographer’s
temptation in a new and wholly entertaining way. Norma Talmadge effects an amusing transition from beauty to homeliness.” And finally, The Revolt: “The first shopgirl’s story to be developed sincerely just as it might occur in any department store.
There is a certain unpleasantness, but the moral tone is good.” These reviews are
clearly written against an already-established genre in which chorus girls, pretty
stenographers, and shopgirls get to play Cinderella a little too often for the tastes of
the stepsisters. A “fresh” treatment, therefore, becomes one where the chorus girl is
humiliated or the shopgirl meets unpleasantness, and the test of “realism” is whether
she is kept in her place.21
Today’s feminist film critics have not been much kinder to the romantic comedies
so loved by Jazz Age Cinderellas. Such critics identify as “conventional” (and therefore
oppressive) any denouement where a happy marriage occurs between the leading lady
and her man; they overlook the very unconventional aspect of the cross-class marriage.
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Critics have shown no more respect for the viewers than for the films. Marjorie Rosen
writes in Popcorn Venus that the first female movie audiences were “as impressionable
and malleable” as children and, therefore, would “be susceptible to misinterpreting”
images of “experiences far removed from their own.” Historian Mary Ryan writes that
“even the greenest immigrant girl could decipher the message on the silent screen” and
then goes on to trash female movie fans, reducing Cinderella’s behavior just as surely
as the moralists of the 1920s had done: “These same women aped the hairstyles, apparel, and gestures of screen heroines. The silver screen demonstrated the new priority
of twentieth-century women: attracting the male through sexual allure, and very few
women could escape exposure to this message.”22
The power of the silver screen and its heroines was evident to all, however. The film
audience was huge: 35 million people went to the movies every week in the early
1920s, more than read the top ten national magazines. By mid-decade, the audience
had more than doubled: 20,000 “picture theaters” all over America served a weekly audience of 90 million people.23 Public willingness to follow screen stars on a variety of
issues came as an unwelcome surprise to the reform-minded at a time when their own
control over the masses was slipping away. Overnight, it seemed, screen actors had
usurped cultural leadership. And nowhere was this more observable than in the admiration flappers had for the new film actresses.

QUEENS OF COMMERCE
The movie actresses presented a powerful and very different role model. Unlike the socialite, the actress was fundamentally engaged in commerce and a “public woman” in a
way that was very much admired. The actresses of the 1920s were the epitome of upward
mobility—self-made women in every way. They were unabashedly sensual and unconventional. And not only were most of them of lower-class origins, many were immigrants.
The biographies of the first movie stars—Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Lillian
and Dorothy Gish, Mae Murray, Mae Marsh, Blanche Sweet, Clara Bow, Esther Ralston, Joan Crawford, Mary Astor, Fay Wray, Mary Brian, and others—are remarkable
in the consistency of their narratives. Almost without exception, the first generation of
stars came from painfully impoverished families. By far the majority were either orphans or were raised by single mothers. Nearly always, their motivation to get into the
movies was to support a starving family that included one or more younger siblings.
In some cases the young girl is pushed by an older person into pursuing a career on
stage, in the movies, or in modeling, as a last-ditch effort to attain a decent income. In
others, the girl seeks a screen career against the wishes of her parents, who persist in
seeing acting as indistinguishable from prostitution. Clara Bow’s mother (who was
mentally ill) actually tried to kill her rather than allow her to become an actress. This
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woman’s words, though they come from a dangerously sick source, typify the attitudes
among some of the older generation: “‘You ain’t goin’ inta pictures,’ she ranted. ‘You
ain’t gonna be no hoor.”24
Another notable characteristic of this group is their cultural diversity. Many were
Jewish, as were Carmel Myers, Sue Carol, Theda Bara, and Sylvia Sidney. Some of
them were eastern European immigrants, as was Pola Negri, while others were from
western Europe: France (Jetta Goudal, Renee Adoree, Lily Damita), Germany (Marlene Dietrich), Russia (Olga Petrova, Alla Nazimova), Scandinavia (Greta Garbo,
Greta Nissen, Anna Q. Nilsson). Tsuru Aoki was from Japan. There were Americans
of Italian ancestry (Mabel Taliaferro), as well as Chinese (Anna Mae Wong), Irish
(Mary Pickford, Peggy O’Neill, May McAvoy), German (Mary Astor, Eleanor Boardman), and various mixes, such as Latin and Celtic (Geraldine Farrar). Particularly once
the industry moved to California, women of Hispanic origin emerged among the list
of favored stars: Dolores del Rio, Lupe Velez, Marina Said, and Maria Montez. Poor
women from the South, including Mae Murray, Corinne Griffith, Marguerite Clark,
Joan Crawford, and Mary Brian, were often drawn to the movies. Most, however, came
from the urban slums of New York, Detroit, and Chicago.
Because the early movies not only drew from the lowest levels of society but played
to them as well, the ethnicity and humble beginnings of an actress were nothing to
hide, but instead were the best sort of fuel for the emerging publicity machine. The
fan magazines positively thrilled to the discovery stories of poor girls who became famous overnight, and they were delighted to reveal the Irish, Italian, Hungarian, or Polish antecedents of a popular screen star. Young working women from various ethnic
groups could therefore feel an identification, even a kinship, with screen actresses that
they could never have felt for Astors and Vanderbilts.
Inevitably, some fans were stage-struck. For most of them, dreams of fame on the
silver screen were probably unrealistic. But the second generation of movie stars had
themselves been among the first generation’s audience: Mary Astor, Clara Bow, Esther
Ralston, Fay Wray, Joan Crawford, and others sat in the darkened theaters of the late
1910s, most of them hungry, shoeless, or abused. Their rise to stardom fed the aspirations of still more poor girls. Feminists today would chastise the movie industry for
having produced “false hopes” in the breasts of these youngsters. Much better, in their
view, for these girls to become something substantial, to hope for something more realistic, such as being a doctor or a lawyer or a university professor. Yet the life stories
of the early screen stars make it heartbreakingly clear that these women’s hopes of becoming famous actresses, improbable as they were, were more likely than their chances
of receiving a college education.
Although actresses had endorsed fashion and beauty products in advertising for
many years, they had never before had the broad fashion leadership that came to the
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screen stars of the 1920s. Even the Sears catalog shows their influence, with “Clara
Bow hats” and other items named for the stars. The personal magnetism of the screen
stars gave them particular authority in matters of grooming, so, as fashion historian
Stella Blum writes, “the female stars’ most significant influence was on face and figure,
coiffure, posture and grooming.”25 Several started their own businesses: Carmel Myers
and Mary Pickford, for example, introduced cosmetics lines.
Screen stars also had an impact on the stages of undress that Americans found acceptable, thus boosting the fashionability of short, bare-shouldered dresses considerably. Life magazine complained about underdressed actresses in 1920s movies:
“Dorothy Mackaill, Clara Bow, Olive Borden, Esther Ralston and Madge Bellamy are
all talented young ladies, but I advise them to get a new act. I for one am sick to death
of watching them undress.” Nudity on screen became a specialty of some directors.
Cecil B. DeMille, for example, was said to have invented the “bathroom scene,” a frequent favorite in the early silents. In DeMille’s Male and Female, Gloria Swanson
“stepped in a sunken bath the size of a small swimming pool, revealing a momentary
glimpse of her breasts.” Luxurious bathrooms also became a DeMille signature: “The
bath became a mystic shrine dedicated to Venus, or sometimes Apollo, and the art of
bathing was shown as a lovely ceremony rather than a merely sanitary duty.”26
The leading ladies of the new silver screen almost never lived conventional lives.
Promiscuity and divorce among movie stars became stock for jokes. The studios may
been hushed up their love lives as much as possible, but the multiple lovers of Clara
Bow were hard to hide, as was the fact that John Gilbert moved from Letitia Joy, to
Ina Claire, to Greta Garbo, to Dorothy Bush in a very short time. Although knowledge of such things may not have made it to the dining tables of the bourgeoisie, the
lesbian community believed that both Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich were gay.
Louise Brooks fed rumors that she was a lesbian, and she starred in a film, Pandora’s
Box, with lesbian scenes.
The roles played by the early screen actresses were not necessarily passive or sweet
or retiring, even though feminist film criticism may lead you to believe otherwise. The
“quintessential Mary Pickford role,” for example, was an underclass urchin who would
fight the rich bully, twist the prissy schoolmate’s nose, or kill a fly with her bare hands
for the sheer entertainment of it. The leading roles in the early movies were not all for
fairy princesses, but for abused children, gum-chewing shopgirls, Russian peasants,
country bumpkins, dissipated flappers, and all sorts of other strange and wonderful
characters with a negligible connection to True Womanhood.
The movies thus represented an entirely new social order, one that arose suddenly
from the ranks of the immigrant working class, had unparalleled power, was controlled
by Jews, and made national heroines out of young women who were not “well bred,”
Protestant, Anglo, or even particularly concerned about being respectable in the eyes
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of those who were. Thus, the emergence of actresses as the heroines of America was
one clear sign among many that a new order had once again conquered the old.

SIBLING RIVALRIES
Two of the most famous ad campaigns of the twentieth century, for Woodbury Soap
and Lux Toilet Soap, were involved in a head-to-head competition that occurred right
in the thick of this power shift among women. The fortunes of these two products tell
a clear story of this profound change in social stratification. Both soaps were in the
hands of the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency during the 1920s—and both
were managed by Helen Lansdowne Resor, the suffragist who persuaded Mrs. O. H.
P. Belmont to hawk face cream.27
The Woodbury Soap campaign represented by figure 6.1 was outrageous from the
time it first appeared in 1911. Hard-bitten advertising men doffed their hats in respect
for the sheer brazen brilliance of it. Dozens of others rushed to imitate the new “sex
appeal” in ads for powders, creams, and hair ointments. By the mid-1920s, such appeals were no longer new, and even Woodbury had moved on to something else, but
“A Skin You Love to Touch” had won its place in history. Today this campaign is often
named as the first to use sex to sell a commodity as well as the first to use women as
sex objects. Therefore, Woodbury’s campaign has a uniquely ignominious status within
a genre widely charged with responsibility for the oppression of women.28
The Woodbury Soap campaign was not, in fact, the first advertising campaign to
sell with sex. Nor was it the first to present women as sex objects. Trade cards in the
nineteenth century pictured scantily clad or seductive-looking women. However, such
cards were relatively rare because most consumer products even then were purchased
by housewives, who were not thought likely to be swayed by sex appeal. This readership, concerned as they were with maintaining the appearance of mental chastity,
would have been horrified by a reference to sex in an ad, no matter how indirect.
Therefore, we can search the nineteenth-century women’s magazines in vain for an ad
using sex to sell. So, when Woodbury Soap hinted delicately at a woman’s desire for
physical affection, it was a first among advertisements running in the leading women’s
magazines; never before had the promise of sex been used to sell something to women.
Sales of Woodbury Soap, sluggish since the 1890s, blew through the roof.29
The unprecedented impact of the Woodbury campaign foregrounded a reality with
which America was still quite uncomfortable: that women, like men, were sexual beings. By playing upon her desire to be loved and touched, Woodbury speaks to the
reader not as a sex object but as the sexual subject. The idea that a respectable woman
would want to be touched by a man, even her own husband, was shocking to some in
the early decades of the twentieth century. Historians today know that, despite the
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Figure 6.1. This advertisement is typical of the early “sentimental” version of the Woodbury
Soap campaign. Ladies’ Home Journal, March 1915.
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rhetoric, there actually did exist nice, educated, middle-class, married women who privately looked forward to sex with their husbands, even in the Victorian era.30 So, the
Woodbury Soap campaign touched on a desire that, although usually unacknowledged
in public, was a powerful motivator for some readers of the “ladies’” press. The unique
genius of the Woodbury campaign was the way it alluded to women’s sexual desires
without making the women look like whores. (“The Skin He Loves to Touch,” for example, would have gone too far.)
The Woodbury campaign also debuted during a period when personal hygiene
habits of Americans were under considerable pressure to change. Infrastructural limitations—such as the lack of plumbing and the price of soap—had kept most of America pretty dirty until 1900. In addition to the physical barriers to cleanliness, American
attitudes toward bathing were still influenced by the peculiar heritage of the Puritans.31
Cultures throughout history have emphasized bathing, although their methods
have varied greatly. In most cultures, washing is done in a highly ritualized manner, is
considered as much a benefit to the spirit as to the body, and is highly social in purpose and often in practice. In early Christian times, both the Romans and the Hebrews
valued bathing. Because the early Christians wished to distinguish themselves from
both these groups, a tradition quickly developed against personal washing as an overly
sensual act of self-indulgence. Except for a brief respite during the Crusades (when
Muslim influences temporarily revived an interest in bathing), this attitude held
through the Middle Ages in western Europe, policed rather strenuously by the
Catholic church. In western Europe and Britain, a dirty body actually became a sign
of piety.
In England, the Puritans eventually distinguished themselves from both Catholics
and more liberal Protestants by their stand on bathing: from their point of view, it was
flatly immoral. The Puritan immigrants to the New World, therefore, had perhaps the
most negative attitude toward bathing in the history of humanity. Englishmen down
the Atlantic seaboard drew from the same tradition, if with a lesser passion, and so they
too had an aversion to bathing. Over the next two hundred years, Anglo-American attitudes changed little, and the lack of bathing technology provided no encouragement.
The American “cleanliness revolution,” as it is sometimes called, was caused by concern over runaway disease in the cities that sprang up as a result of industrialization.
However, the connection between personal cleanliness and the transmission of disease
was not understood until 1900. The first city clean-up efforts focused mostly on
garbage collection, installation of sewage systems, the removal of standing water, and
the like. Once it was understood that dirty hands and faces were the friends of disease,
reformers embarked on campaigns to encourage better washing habits, especially
among children, immigrants, and the poor. These efforts involved an array of institutions, including government agencies, schools, churches, women’s clubs, and magazines.
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In 1900, substantial differences in the washing habits of Americans were discernable across subgroups. For instance, in 1890 the staff of Vogue felt it “absolutely necessary” for a human being “worthy of respect” to take at least two baths a day. In the
same year Edward Bok devoted a Ladies’ Home Journal editorial just to telling readers
that respectable men should bathe at least once a day. But in small towns and rural
areas, aggressive attempts were made to enforce compliance with much looser standards: Aurora, Illinois passed an ordinance requiring every resident to bathe at least
once a week or be jailed. When Standard Manufacturing Company began promoting
stationary bathtubs to the general public in 1890, their ads opened with the 36-point
headline: “DO YOU BATHE?” As late as 1919, McCall’s beauty columnist wrote:
Whenever I think of bathing as a means to health or a means to beauty, I always remember a letter I had from a woman who was suffering from a body-skin affliction. I
knew she subconsciously felt what her difficulty was, when she wrote:
“Do not advise me to take a bath every day. I take a good, sensible one once a week.”
This statement worried me, because I felt there must be many such women going along
on the assumption that one bath every week or so can take the place of the daily one. Too
bad this young woman did not know that, in the future, there will be a great social gulf
between those who bathe regularly and those who do not!

Any people whose skin was dark—Italian, eastern European, Hispanic, African American—were believed to be chronically dirty, regardless of their actual washing habits.
Teaching personal hygiene therefore became an aggressive part of “Americanizing”
newcomers. Immigrants understood quickly that cleanliness was required to win respect and “get ahead” in America. Because poor neighborhoods continued to be underserved in terms of water and plumbing, however, immigrants were often at a loss to
act on the instructions given them by immigration authorities. Consequently, upward
mobility among immigrant families was often manifest in their restless quest for better bathrooms.32
Facilities were limited at every level, however. At the turn of the twentieth century,
only 25 percent of American homes had running water. Indeed, bathrooms did not become common in urban middle class homes until about 1920. Even then, bathtubs
were available only in white, which fit nicely with the sanitation ideology that put
them there and clearly communicated that the purpose was antiseptic, not sensual. But
by the end of the decade, fully 30 percent of urban and 75 percent of rural American
homes still did not have bathtubs.33
The cost and availability of soap was also a barrier. Therefore, the emergence of national marketers for inexpensive bar soap significantly changed the possibilities for
cleanliness. In 1879 an unbranded soap made by Procter & Gamble was given a name,
“Ivory,” and a full-page advertising schedule in the leading monthly magazines was ini-
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tiated. Sales quickly built to 30 million cakes a year. Over the next thirty years several
soap manufacturers such as Resinol, Fairy Soap, Pearline, Sapolio, Packer’s Tar, and
Gold Dust, invested heavily in advertising. As sales and advertising increased, the quality of soap improved and its cost to consumers went down.34
Initially the new manufactured soaps were touted for household cleaning as well as
personal use. Patent medicine men, however, offered soap for health needs, including facial afflictions. Dr. John Woodbury, a dermatologist, invented a line of ointments, soaps,
and salves in the 1880s. The products were popular, but when suspicion of patent medicines began to hurt Woodbury’s sales, he sold the rights to the Andrew Jergens Company. Jergens tried to rid Woodbury of its patent medicine image by launching a beauty
campaign, but the effort failed to increase sales. The company turned over the Woodbury account to J. Walter Thompson’s Cincinnati office in 1910, almost on a dare.35
JWT undertook an enormous research effort on soap, skin, and washing practices.
It contacted a number of physicians and retained one of them as a consultant. Then
the agency conducted a large door-to-door study among female consumers. A list was
produced of the skin problems that most concerned women and could be positively affected by the use of the soap: excessive oiliness, sallowness, blackheads, blemishes
(pimples), and conspicuous pores.
The agency found that face-washing practices still varied tremendously, so the campaign it developed was a series of small-size magazine ads that showed different skin
problems and provided elaborate instructions for using the soap: using hot or cold water,
steps of lathering, motions of application, and so on. This “treatment copy,” as it was
known within the agency, instructed a populace whose grooming practices were still
being formed, by providing a set of ritual steps as characteristically accompanies bathing
and washing. At the time the treatment houses in New York were just getting started, so
the Woodbury strategy caught a new trend toward elaborate skin regimens. At twentyfive cents a bar, Woodbury was expensive compared to the mass-produced household
soaps, but it was quite cheap compared to skin treatments offered by Arden and Rubinstein and similar in cost to traditional patent medicine soaps, such as Cuticura.
In May 1911 the “Skin You Love to Touch” campaign, which JWT called “the sentimental copy,” appeared for the first time. Between 1911 and 1914 the sentimental
copy went from fractional to full-page advertising, and the image began using the entire visual field. The amount of sentimental copy run by JWT increased, going from
30 percent to 60 percent of the ad schedule in three years. Between 1914, when the
sentimental copy began to dominate the campaign, and 1921, Woodbury sales experienced a steep upward growth curve.
Woodbury Soap sales were down in 1922 for the first time in ten years. JWT quickly
reemphasized the sentimental copy, but it seemed to have no impact. Promotions and
“trade deals” were instituted, but nothing revived the brand. Sales continued to drop.
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A number of changes had occurred in the marketing environment by this time. The
discourse about sex had become more open, and the notion that women liked sex too
was gaining more voice, even acceptance in some quarters. The flappers were pushing
the culture’s shock threshold with their own sexual aggressiveness, and the movies were
taunting censors with nudity and kissing. Similar changes had occurred in the discourse of beauty advertising. By the early 1920s both True Story and Photoplay were
booming. Agencies began to write ads especially for the audience of these magazines,
adapting the provocative headlines and language of the romance confession. For a
while advertisers produced separate ads for the middle-class magazines, but eventually
many began using the “tabloid approach” for advertising across the board. Thus, “sex
appeal” became more blatant, even in the dignified pages of the Ladies’ Home Journal.
The formerly shocking Woodbury campaign lost its edge of distinction and even came
to look rather demure by comparison to surrounding material.36
Whether people believe that soap will help them attract romance or not, once all
soaps make that promise, one soap cannot be selected over another on that basis. Consequently, people must make their decision based on other attributes, such as scent,
color, wrapping, consistency, and price. In the case of Woodbury Soap, a consumer
choosing on quality and price alone was likely to pick another brand. Household soaps
had become cheaper and more plentiful. In the resulting competition, some manufacturers tried to differentiate their products for special uses and users by claiming complexion benefits. New toilet soaps such as Palmolive had also been introduced at prices
similar to the household soaps. So Woodbury was now well above the going price for
complexion soap. At the same time, inconsistent production had resulted in a number
of consumer complaints about Woodbury Soap’s quality. With poor quality control, an
inflated price, and a romance campaign that was no longer distinctive, Woodbury
seemed destined to spiral downward.
Jergens refused to consider cutting the price on Woodbury (or to see quality as serious problem). Unable to change the price, JWT decided to try increasing the soap’s
prestige. At this point, the Pond’s Society endorsement campaigns had been in the field
a year and the results were good. The agency could hardly borrow the Society testimonial idea wholesale from another client, however. So it came up with an idea built
around a theme of prestigious institutions. Woodbury was said to be the preferred soap
of the women who went to Vassar, summered at Newport, had their debuts in
Philadelphia, stayed at the Ritz-Carlton, and the like. Nevertheless, sales continued
their downward trend.
In 1923 Lever Brothers, another long-term JWT client, decided to introduce a cake
form of Lux household soap flakes. Jergens graciously allowed JWT to run the marketing campaign for this beauty soap, even though it posed a direct competitive threat
to Woodbury’s.37 The concept of “conflict of interest” had not yet developed in the ad-
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vertising world, and both clients were convinced that having the same agency would
actually protect their respective markets.
JWT’s response to the problem of having competing soaps under its own roof was
to try to target mutually exclusive audiences. By giving the two soaps different graphic
looks, different messages, and different prices, the agency and their clients thought
they could keep the products from competing with each other. The Lux toilet cake was
introduced in 1925 for ten cents, with this advertising theme: “Here is a fine white
soap made as the finest French Soaps, but costs you only 10 cents.” There were no
treatments, no cosmetics claims, and no references to romance. An Art Deco graphic
look, still quite distinctive among advertisers in 1925, was used for both Lux Flakes
and Lux Toilet Soap, while Woodbury was switched to drawings by John LaGatta, a
popular artist of the decade whose style looked new, but not Deco.
For almost three years, Lux Toilet Soap was successfully sold as a ten-cent Frenchmilled soap. However, Woodbury sales continued to drop. Jergens began to envy Lux’s
success. Agency and client still differed strongly on the causes for Woodbury’s decline.
Jergens felt that the advertising did not have enough focused, logical, product-based
appeal and that the romance element should be reintroduced, only with a more obvious tone that the new “sophisticated” reader would respond to: “At the same time, of
course, the atmosphere of refinement and good taste, which has always distinguished
Woodbury advertising, must not be sacrificed in the process of giving it modernized
expression.”38 By asking for a product-oriented, dignified, but provocative romance
campaign, Jergens was essentially asking for the old campaign of the 1910s, but expecting it to have the same impact in 1929 that it had had in 1911. This was not going
to happen. So JWT tried to move Jergens toward approaches that were working for
other clients, such as Pond’s. The “personality advertising” that JWT was doing on
Pond’s was not, in Jergens’ opinion, an effective way to sell soap, however, and the
soapmaker only became irritated by the agency’s continued search to use a similar approach with Woodbury.
Once Jergens had rejected the “personality” approach for Woodbury, the agency felt
free to use it on Lux. So, in 1928, a huge campaign for Lux appeared in newspapers
from New York to Los Angles, announcing that nearly 100 percent of the Hollywood
screen stars used Lux Soap. Each ad was crowded with pictures of actresses claiming to
use Lux. Soon magazine ads appeared with testimonials by the stars as well as from a
platoon of film directors, who claimed that only Lux could give a woman the kind of
complexion that looked good in a close-up. The next year the campaign alluded to famous bath sequences by showing film actresses in sumptuous bathrooms.
Lux ads were not the first to use screen star testimonials, even in the cosmetic soap
category. But the number of stars, the names of directors, the glamorous photographs,
the fancy bathrooms, and the sheer impact of a huge media budget trumped every
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other actress endorsement campaign. By 1930 Lux was the largest-selling toilet soap in
America, a position it maintained for three decades.
The Lux campaign broke with existing precepts about bathing as much as the 1911
Woodbury soap advertising had challenged ideas about women’s sexuality. The actresses in the Lux ads included women known to be from a variety of ethnic backgrounds and to have a range of moral profiles—as opposed to previous actress
advertising, which had tended to focus on more “respectable” actresses, such as Lillian
Russell. The bathrooms point neither to ghetto hardship nor to the antiseptic ethic of
the Anglo middle class. Instead, the dress, attitudes, and surroundings suggest the sensual and social antecedents of bathing in cultures with traditions markedly different
from the Anglo-Protestant history of washing—and they evoke the luxurious bathroom scenes of the movies.
On November 5, 1929, Jergens put J. Walter Thompson on notice that failure to
increase sales in 1930 would result in the agency being fired from Woodbury account. Sales did not increase in 1930. JWT lost the Woodbury Soap account after
nineteen years of service and one of the most famous advertising campaigns in
American history.
The stories of Woodbury and Lux pose a number of conundrums regarding feminism’s attitude toward sex and sensuality, particularly in a commercial context. For instance, feminist criticism of advertising treats the implicit promise of romance as a
manipulative strategy of unfailing power. But from this perspective, the change in the
Woodbury campaign’s effectiveness is inexplicable. If it worked once, an appeal to sensuality should have worked every time.
In contrast, according to conventional wisdom of the advertising business, novelty
is the key to getting and keeping a consumer’s attention. Using this rule of thumb, we
would expect that, as Woodbury’s distinctiveness disappeared, its power to persuade
would have worn away. Furthermore, other ads that appeared, while they presented a
notable new trend, would each have been less distinctive than Woodbury’s had been in
1911 and, therefore, by definition less novel and interesting. After a while, sex appeal
would likely lose its power precisely because of its increasingly commonplace appearance. Feminist theory notwithstanding, the efficacy of sex appeal would have had an
inverse relationship to the number of ads that used it.
To fully understand why the Woodbury campaign lost its power, we have to look
at such factors as price and product quality, as well as some that seem rather far afield,
such as the historical moment in bathing. To interpret and evaluate a single ad correctly, we must place it into a particular discourse of ads at a specific point in time. The
norm in feminist criticism, in contrast, is to take one or two isolated, unrelated ads and
build an entire theory around an interpretation of the selected texts alone. These interpretations consistently imply a theory of “how ads work” that relies on sexual im-
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agery or subliminal manipulation, but never on an understanding of the practical and
discursive influences that actually form any one of these texts. Such theories further
imply that consumer response is automatic and certain, but in fact the Woodbury case
demonstrates the reality that advertising, like any other form of rhetoric, is limited in
its ability to motivate behavior.
Critics also argue that advertising enforces the dominant class standard of beauty,
behavior, and morality. Yet J. Walter Thompson’s attempt to differentiate between Lux
and Woodbury led the agency to make use of the ongoing social competition between
clearly identifiable subgroups of women, one dominant and the other emergent.
JWT’s hope of success depended up the audience being able and willing to comprehend competing standards of beauty. Therefore, it was in the interest of the advertisers
in this case, as in many others to come, to create and support more than one ideal. The
Woodbury/Lux case illustrates that the advertising industry actually depends, to a large
degree, upon cultural heterogeneity as the basis for differentiating otherwise homogeneous products.
When it comes to the advertising of consumer goods, the feminist consensus also
insists that products are inappropriately imbued with “social values,” causing us to
consume them for “irrational” reasons, such as the desire for affection or status. So as
long as we consume soap and toothpaste to keep free of germs and cavities, it seems,
we are “rational” consumers, buying and using things for the “right” reasons. But the
right reasons are no less socially defined and politically motivated than the wrong ones.
As we have seen, the “basic” grooming practices we take for granted are recently introduced, reflections of the grooming aesthetic of the former aristocracy, and the result
of concerted political effort to achieve compliance. Even the assumption that it is OK
to bathe for sanitary reasons, but not sensual or social ones, is an artifact of our ascetic
Christian heritage and a recent past filled with plagues.

THE POLITICS OF PURITY
Feminist criticism today consistently interprets an ad (or a film or a fashion) until it
can be shown to be a temptation aimed at the male gaze—and then the critics stops.
The implication is that if a dress, a picture, or a hairstyle is sexy, it is ipso facto oppressive. Underpinning this kind of writing is the assumption that “respectable
women” do not have legitimate sexual desires of their own—that sex is something
done to them. Here we see the lingering influence of the social purity activists, just as
surely as we can see it in the failure of the Old Feminists to engage with the birth control issue. Indeed, Ellen DuBois and Linda Gordon, writing against the grain of latetwentieth-century feminism, observed: “Today, there seems to be a revival of social
purity politics within feminism, and it is concern about this tendency to focus almost
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exclusively on sex as the primary area of women’s exploitation, and to attribute
women’s sexual victimization to some violent essence labeled ‘male sexuality’ is even
more conservative today because our situation as women has changed so radically.”38
The mistrust of material pleasure and the denigration of popular art forms, too, are
evident as vestiges of Anglo-Protestant ideology in today’s feminist critique of consumer culture—just as they are easily seen in the moralists’ reaction to the sensuality
of the Jazz Age. Like other ascetic movements in history, the Anglo-Puritan wing of
American feminism has forbidden a variety of worldly pleasures, including theater,
amusement parks, dancing, and popular songs, as well as fashion and liquor, lumping
them all into a category of “immorality.” Their judgments, however, are nearly always
applied selectively, showing a persistent prejudice that condemns the preferences of the
masses in favor of the cultural materials associated with educated elites.
The class prejudices that infused asceticism with urgency and vigor in the 1920s are
equally present in the discourse today, though we may deny it. Furthermore, the continuing habit of valuing the professions and achievements that require access to advanced education (those vocations in which a woman works with her mind) over those
based on other, less status-dependent gifts (those careers built on the abilities of the
body) is also profoundly grounded in centuries of class discrimination. The unthinking privileging of the “heroine of the mind” over the “heroine of the body” so typical
of today’s feminist discourse is just another manifestation of the insidious cultural categories that separate humans based on the advantages of birth.
Ironically, most feminists writing in the past thirty years would assert an allegiance
to Marxism as evidence of their concern with class inequities. Yet they persist in rewriting history and formulating theory in a way that shores up long-standing aristocratic
imperatives. Rather than rethink the Victorians’ assumptions, some seem determined
to rehabilitate the censorious activities of the Old Feminists and their forebears, while
also ignoring their relationship to capital. Their antipathy toward romance is remarkable in its blindness to the class implications of this ethic for kinship. Views characteristic of Emma Goldman, Margaret Sanger, Crystal Eastman, Ethel Puffer Howes,
and their colleagues on sex, family, beauty, and art are dismissed as “conservative,” thus
robbing the movement of a far more legitimately “radical” tradition and a much more
genuinely class-sensitive outlook.
The strain to give credit to an outmoded view of sex and pleasure also costs us the
legacy of the New Girls of the Roaring Twenties. Although feminist historians often
argue that freedom of dress and freedom from the double standard were important
goals for the women’s movement, the flappers’ considerable accomplishments in these
areas are dismissed as “illusory” or worse.40
Today’s “New Girls”—Rene Denfeld, Katie Roiphe, and even Naomi Wolf, among
others—contest the morality of their generation’s “Old Feminists” by emphasizing
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their own sexuality. The Old Feminists of the postmodern era rail against these New
Girls, charging “antifeminism”—or dismiss the challengers’ ideas as the naïve illusions
of a new generation of Cinderellas. The echo from down the decades is deafening.
Through these arguments, made in many venues, a continuing maternalism gives
“women of education and refinement” license to tell “the less intelligent girls” how
they can dress, what they can read, what they can see, and how they should behave to
avoid a fate worse than death: becoming sexually involved with a man (e.g., a sex object). So, although the majority of young working girls made it out of the kitchen long
ago, they still must endure a lot of self-interested mothering and jealous sisterhood
from those who pretend to be their superiors.
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